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Abstract

Attention module does not always help deep models learn causal features that are robust in any confounding context, e.g., a foreground object feature is invariant to different backgrounds. This is because the confounders trick the attention to capture spurious correlations that benefit the prediction when the training and testing data are IID (identical & independent distribution); while harm the prediction when the data are OOD (out-of-distribution). The sole fundamental solution to learn causal attention is by causal intervention, which requires additional annotations of the confounders, e.g., a “dog” model is learned within “grass+dog” and “road+dog” respectively, so the “grass” and “road” contexts will no longer confound the “dog” recognition. However, such annotation is not only prohibitively expensive, but also inherently problematic, as the confounders are elusive in nature. In this paper, we propose a causal attention module (CaaM) that self-annotates the confounders in unsupervised fashion. In particular, multiple CaaMs can be stacked and integrated in conventional attention CNN and self-attention Vision Transformer. In OOD settings, deep models with CaaM outperform those without it significantly; even in IID settings, the attention localization is also improved by CaaM, showing a great potential in applications that require robust visual saliency. Codes are available at https://github.com/Wangt-CN/CaaM.

1. Introduction

Do you think attention \cite{59, 53} would always capture the salient regions in an image? No, as shown in Figure 1 (a, top), due to the lack of region-level labels, “learning to attend” is a \textit{de facto} weakly-supervised task. Or do you think attention would always improve performance? Probably yes, after all, “Attention is All You Need” \cite{14, 16, 44}. As shown in Figure 1 (a, top), even if the attended region is wrong, the model still makes correct predictions. In conventional IID settings, where the training and testing data are identically and independently distributed, the model equipped with attention is indeed better (red bar is higher than black bar in Figure 1 (b)).

However, few people realize that attention may do evil in OOD settings, where the testing data are out of the training distribution. For example, as shown in Figure 1 (a, top), the attention considers the “ground” region as the visual cue of the “bird” class, because most training “bird” images are in “ground” context; but, when the test image is “bear in ground” (bottom), the attention misleads the model to still predict “bird”. Figure 1 (b) reports that the attention model is even worse than the non-attention baseline in OOD setting (red bar is lower than black bar), where the gap is further amplified by the rare object and context combination in training. Unfortunately, when we deploy such vision systems in critical domains such as car autopilot, it is often the rare case that causes fatal accidents, \textit{e.g.}, recognizing a “white” truck as “white” clouds\textsuperscript{1}.

Astute readers who are knowledgeable in causality \cite{27, 42} may point out that the key reason for the bipolar role of attention in IID and OOD is due to the confounding effect \cite{55, 66, 65, 60}. In visual recognition, the causal pursuit between the input image $X$ and the output label $Y$ is confounded by a common cause: the context $S$. To see the effect, during data collection, $X$ is usually found  

\textsuperscript{1}https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3hrKnv0dPQ
in $S$, and thus $S$ is a contextual cue to recognize $Y$ (i.e., $X \leftarrow S \rightarrow Y$). After training, the model recklessly exploits the statistical cues of $S$ as a feature of $X$ to predict $Y$ (e.g., most training “bird” is on “ground” in Figure 1 (a, top)); however, in testing, if $X \not\rightarrow Y$ (e.g., “bear” image $\not\rightarrow$ “bird”), seeing $S$ misleads $X \rightarrow Y$ (e.g., the “ground” pattern always recalls “bird”). In Section 3.1, we will revisit the above causality in detail.

The sole solution to mitigate the confounding bias is by \textit{causal intervention} [42]. For example, Arjovsky \textit{et al.} [4] and Teney \textit{et al.} [49] suggest to collect “bird” images under every context (i.e., adjusting the contexts of “bird”). In each context split (e.g., “ground”, “water” and “sky”), the attention does not attend to the context as it is no longer discriminative in the split. So, the combined “ground/water/sky + bird” attention will tend to focus on the “bird” unbiased towards any context. However, it is impractical to perform the causal intervention like above. Despite the expensive cost of extra annotations, it suffers from the following deficiency.

In practice, it is impossible to collect the samples of a class in any context, \textit{e.g.}, it is hard to find “fish” in “sky”. Technically, such absent context of a class violates the contextual positivity assumption of causal intervention [25] (see Section 4.4 for the poor performance caused by the violation). Therefore, we have to merge the ground-truth contexts into bigger splits to include all classes (e.g., merging “water” and “ground” as one split in Figure 2 (left top)).

However, such coarser contexts will lead to the \textit{over-adjustment} problem — the intervention not only removes the context, but also hurts beneficial causalities (e.g., the object part). Figure 2 (left top) illustrates a real example. Recall that the aforementioned context split-based intervention removes the non-causal features of different contexts. Unfortunately, the causal feature of “bird”—“wing”—is also removed (see red dashed boxes in the attention). This is because all the birds in “sky” context unfold their wings: split ④ does not only represent “sky” and “grass”, but also “wing”. We formally formulate this problem in \textit{improper causal intervention} in Section 3.1.

In this paper, we propose a causal attention module (CaaM \textbackslash \text{ka:m\textbackslash}) which generates data partition iteratively and self-annotates the confounders progressively to overcome the over-adjustment problem. Compared to the coarser contexts, multiple CaaM partitions are fine-grained and more exact to describe the comprehensive confounder. As shown in Figure 2 (left bottom), each split of partition $T_N$ has images of “bird” unfolding “wings” (see images in red boxes). This encourages the model to capture the “wing” feature (see the improved visual attention), because “wing” no longer co-variates with the ④ “Sky; Grass” context. Technically, besides a standard attention that attends to the desired causal features (\textit{e.g.}, foreground), CaaM has a complementary attention that deliberately captures the confounding effect (\textit{e.g.}, background). The two disentangled attentions are optimized in an adversarial minimax fashion, which progressively constitute the confounder set and mitigates the confounding bias in unsupervised fashion.

We analyze how CaaM learns better causal features than existing baselines in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we show two deployment examples on the popular attention-based deep models: CBAM-based CNN [57] and Transformer-based T2T-ViT [63]. Extensive qualitative and quantitative experimental results in Section 4 demonstrate the consistent gain achieved by CaaM.

Our technical contributions are summarized as:

- A novel yet practical visual attention module CaaM who learns causal features that are robust in OOD settings without sacrificing the performance in IID settings.
- We offer a causality-theoretic analysis to guarantee the superiority of CaaM.
- The design of CaaM is generic to popular deep networks.

2. Related Work

\textbf{Visual Attention.} We consider both conventional attention [57, 28] and the recent self-attention [53, 16, 50, 63, 24, 52, 56]. Over the past years, although they had evolved into various models, the key mechanism is still to select the informative features (subject to a context or token query) [12, 39, 10]. Due to that the selection has no localized strong supervision, attention is inherently biased in OOD settings. Most recently, Yang \textit{et al.} [61] also investigated the biased attention. However, our CaaM is fundamentally different: 1) Different assumptions. [61] is for visual-language tasks and assumes the mediator is visible from the vision-language context; however, in general visual recognition, this requirement is inapplicable. 2) Different methods. [61] uses front-door adjustment [43], while our CaaM is back-door adjustment. More importantly,
CaaM can self-annotate the confounder in an unsupervised way. In this view, CaaM is also technically different from recent visual causal inference works [55, 66, 47, 41, 64, 29].

**OOD Generalization.** Machine learning is always challenged by OOD problems [36, 22, 1], such as debiasing [18, 33, 30, 11, 54, 35], domain adaptation [6, 40, 17, 51, 19] and long-tailed recognition [32, 38, 46]. We focus on the most challenging yet practical OOD setting [5, 21, 23] where the OOD visual semantics are unlabeled (different from long-tailed) and ubiquitous (different from domain adaptation). Moreover, we follow and reveal the recent progress of invariant risk minimization (IRM) [4, 34, 45, 13, 3, 2, 37, 62] as a kind of causal intervention, which however suffers from the over-adjustment discussed later. Our CaaM utilizes the complementary attention and an iterative adversarial training pipeline to overcome this problem.

### 3. CaaM: Causal Attention Module

#### 3.1. Causal Preliminaries

**Figure 3.** The causal graphs of visual recognition.

**Causal View of Biased Recognition.** We introduce the formulation of causality for visual recognition tasks by using a Structure Causal Model (SCM) [42]. We build this SCM by inspecting on the causalities among the key components: image X, label Y, mediator M, and confounder S. We illustrate the SCM in Figure 3 (a) where each direct link denotes a causal relationship between two nodes. X → Y denotes the desired causal effect from image content X to label Y, as image is labeled for its content. We call a recognition model is unbiased if it identifies X → Y. X → S → Y. S → X denotes that unstable context S determines what to picture in image X [66]. For instance, S determines where to put “birds” and “ground” in an image. S → Y exists because model inevitably uses the contextual cue to recognize Y. In the SCM, we can clearly see how S confounds X and Y via the backdoor path X ← S → Y. Taking the bear-bird example again (Figure 1 (a)), though the “bear” image (X) has no causal relationship with the label of “bird” (Y), the backdoor path creates a spurious correlation between them (through S) and thus yields the wrong prediction of “bird” from a “bear” image.

X → M → Y is a beneficial causal effect for robust recognition, where M is a mediator that are invariant in different distributions. For example, M can be discriminative object parts, e.g., “bird” has “wing”. Note that M can be hidden in the causal path X → Y. Here we define it as an improper causal intervention.

**Figure 4.** The training pipeline of our CaaM. In each iteration, it contains a Mini-Game: Joint Training (Eq. (6)) and a Maxi-Game: Partition Update (Eq. (7)). The subscript of T, A, and θ is iteration index. The resultant attention for unbiased recognition is A_N after N iterations.
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\[ P(Y|do(X)) = \sum_{t \in T} P(Y|X, t)P(t), \quad (1) \]

where \( P(Y|X, t) \) denotes the prediction of the classifier trained in split t and \( P(t) := 1/m \). We illustrate \( P(Y|do(X)) \) in Figure 3 (b). The interpretation is that \( do(X) \) cuts off the confounding path \( X \leftarrow S \rightarrow Y \), leaving only robust paths \( X \rightarrow Y \) and \( X \rightarrow M \rightarrow Y \). However, existing methods based on data partition [4, 49] only assumes a single yet small set of splits, which is far from sufficient for Eq. (1).

**Improper Causal Intervention.** In visual recognition, a perfect partition as in Eq. (1) is not easy to obtain because the conventional context-based partition annotation [4, 21] does not disentangle the confounder and mediator. Thus, straightforwardly adjusting the mediator hurts feature learning [47]. Below, we elaborate the data partition \( T \) only contains the confounder. Then, we can mitigate S without blocking M. By applying Bayes rules, Eq. (1) can be re-written as:

\[ P(Y|do(X)) = \sum_{s \in S} \sum_{m \in M} P(Y|X, s, m)P(m|X)P(s). \quad (2) \]

However, if each split in \( T \) contains both S and M, i.e., \( \langle S \not\perp \not\perp M \rangle \mid X \). Eq. (1) will be re-derived to the false effect estimation:

\[ P(Y|do(X)) = \sum_{s \in S} \sum_{m \in M} P(Y|X, s, m)P(m|X, s)P(s). \quad (3) \]

where \( P(m|X, s) \) is not equal to \( P(m|X) \) in Eq. (2) due to \( \langle S \not\perp \not\perp M \rangle \mid X \). This means that the improper partition \( T \)
indeed cuts off the robust mediation effect of $X \rightarrow M \rightarrow Y$, as shown in Figure 3 (c).

### 3.2. Training Pipeline

The iterative training pipeline of any model equipped with CaaM is illustrated in Figure 4. To enlarge the split number in Eq. (1), we discover partition $T_i$ in each step. After $N$ steps training, we can approximate Eq. (1) by $P(Y|do(X)) \approx \sum_{t \in T_i} P(Y|X, t) P(t)$. For the disentanglement of confounder and mediator, we design a pair of complementary attention modules $A$ and $\overline{A}$, where $A$ is for attending to features of causal effect $X \rightarrow M \rightarrow Y$ and $X \rightarrow Y$, while $\overline{A}$ is for attending to the confounding effect $X \rightarrow S \rightarrow Y$. Note that the roles of $A$ and $\overline{A}$ are adversarial, as the former aims to predict correctly using robust feature while the latter aims to capture bias. Therefore, the adversarial training encourages disentanglement, and we can use $\overline{A}$ to update the partition $T_{i+1}$. We illustrate the convergence of our training pipeline in Appendix. Next, we will detail the training losses.

**Cross-Entropy Loss.** This loss is to ensure that $A$ and $\overline{A}$ combined will capture the biased total effect from $X \rightarrow Y$ regardless of causal or confounding effects; otherwise, they may disrespect the training data generative causality as assumed in Figure 3 (a). Note that such biased training practice is widely adopted in unbiased models [8, 41, 48].

$$XE(f, \bar{x}, D) = -\sum_{(x,y) \in D} \ell(f(\bar{x}), y),$$

where $\bar{x} = A(x) \odot \overline{A}(x)$ and $\odot$ denotes feature addition, $f$ is a linear classifier, and $\ell$ is the cross-entropy loss function.

**Invariant Loss** [4]. This loss is for learning $A$ that is split-invariant made by the causal intervention in Eq. (1) with incomplete confounder partition $T_i$:

$$IL(g, A(x), T_i) = \sum_{t \in T_i} XE(g, A(x), t) + \lambda \| \nabla_{w=1.0} XE(w, A(x), t) \|_2^2,$$

where $t$ is a data split, $g$ is a linear classifier for robust prediction, $w$ stands for a dummy classifier [4] used to calculate gradient penalty across splits and $\lambda$ is the weight. During inference, $g(A(x))$ will be deployed for unbiased recognition. See Appendix for further details.

**Adversarial Training.** This training disentangles $A$ and $\overline{A}$ with a Mini-Game and a Maxi-Game. Intuitively, the Maxi-Game takes the confounder feature in $\overline{A}(x)$ to generate the data partition $T_i$ (causal feature does not contribute to maximization). While the Mini-Game exclude such confounder feature from $A(x)$ with $T_i$ (confounder feature does not contribute to minimization).

**Mini-Game:** It is a joint training with $XE$ and $IL$, plus a new adversary classifier $h$ that specializes in the confounding effect caused by $\overline{A}(x)$:

$$\min_{A, \overline{A}, f, g, h} XE(f, \bar{x}, D) + IL(g, A(x), T_i) + XE(h, \overline{A}(x), D),$$

and $\overline{IL}(h, \overline{A}(x), T_i)$

where $T_i(\theta)$ denotes partition $T_i$ is decided by $\theta \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times m}$. $K$ is the total number of training samples and $m$ is the number of splits in a partition. $\theta_{p,q}$ is the probability of the $p$-th sample belonging to the $q$-th split ($t_q \in T_p$).

### 3.3. Implementations of CaaM

We implement the proposed CaaM on two popular attention-based deep models: CBAM-based CNN [57] and Transformer-based T2T-ViT [63]. We call the result models CNN-CaaM and ViT-CaaM, respectively. For simplicity, in this section we use $c$ and $s$ to denote the causal and confounder feature (i.e., $c = A(x)$ and $s = \overline{A}(x)$).

#### 3.3.1 CNN-CaaM

CBAM [57] sequentially adopts the channel and spatial attention module for adaptive CNN feature refinement — one of the most fundamental ways of computing attention in CNN. Given an input feature $x$, the attention feature $x' = CBAM(x)$ is computed as:

$$z = CBAM(x), \quad x' = \text{sigmoid}(z) \odot x,$$

where $z \in \mathbb{R}^{w \times h \times c}$ and $\odot$ denotes the element-wise product. Therefore, our CaaM attention calculus based on CBAM is defined as:

$$\overline{A}(x) = \text{CBAM}(x) \circ \text{Sigmoid}(z) \odot \overline{x},$$

where $	ext{Sigmoid}(z)$ and $\text{Sigmoid}(-z) = 1 - \text{Sigmoid}(z)$ are complementary such as to disentangle $c$ and $s$ from the input feature $x$. Below we elaborate the details of plugging CaaM in residual blocks, as illustrated in Figure 5 (a).

**Disentanglement Block (D-Block).** D-Block is the block that contains CaaM calculus to generate two attention features $c$ and $s$. Note that before D-Block, there can be any number of standard residual blocks [20]. The formulation of D-Block$^{j+1}$ with residual connection is thus as follows,

$$\text{D-Block}^{j+1}: \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \hat{c}^{j+1} = \text{CaaM}(x^j), \\ c^{j+1} = \hat{c}^{j+1} + c^j \quad \text{(Skip Connection)}, \\ s^{j+1} = \hat{s}^{j+1} + s^j \quad \text{(Skip Connection)}. \end{array} \right.$$
Then M-Block and D-Block are stacked to progressively refine D-Block and M-Block due to the transformer architecture. We build ViT-CaaM based on an advanced ViT model called Token-to-Token (T2T)-ViT [63] in which the T2T module is thus as follows:

\[ \text{M-Block}^j : x^j = \text{Conv}(e^j) + \text{Conv}(s^j). \]  (11)

Iterating Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) yields the multi-layer CaaM (M-Block→D-Block→M-Block). During inference, we use the final causal feature \( c^{j+M-1} \) for robust prediction.

### 3.3.2 ViT-CaaM

We build ViT-CaaM based on an advanced ViT model called Token-to-Token (T2T)-ViT [63] in which the T2T module aims to address the issue of simple tokenization in vanilla ViT [16]. Our CaaM is only plugged in the ViT attention modules of T2T-ViT, thus it is suitable for any ViT-based model, e.g., DeiT [50] and VT [58].

As shown in Figure 5 (b), given the input feature \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d} \), CaaM first computes the query, key and value vectors \( q, k, v \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_k} \) using the standard self-attention, where \( n \) is the number of image patches, and \( d \) and \( d_k \) are feature dimensions. Then, it calculates the complementary attentions using Softmax functions. The overall formulation of CaaM in ViT is thus as follows:

\[
\text{CaaM} : \begin{cases} 
q, k, v = W_q x, W_k x, W_v x, \\
\ c = \text{Softmax} \left( \frac{qk^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right) v, \\
\ s = \text{Softmax} \left( - \frac{qk^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right) v 
\end{cases} \]  (12)

Different from CNN-CaaM, ViT-CaaM does not have D-Block and M-Block due to the transformer architecture. Given the input feature \( x^j \) (i.e., the output feature of the \( j \)-th transformer module), the \( j+1 \)-th module disentangles it to be intermediate features \( \hat{c}^{j+1} \) and \( \hat{s}^{j+1} \) by applying CaaM attentions, as indicated by the blue and yellow links in Figure 5 (b). Then, \( \hat{c}^{j+1} \) and \( \hat{s}^{j+1} \) are fed into an MLP to generate the causal and confounder features, i.e., \( c^{j+1} \) and \( s^{j+1} \). Note that 1) layer norm (LN) and skip connection are applied in every block, following the standard ViT [16, 63]; and 2) similar to CNN-CaaM, we omit the first skip connection when generating \( \hat{s}^{j+1} \) in order to avoid the entanglement between \( \hat{c}^{j+1} \) and \( \hat{s}^{j+1} \). Thus, the basic block of ViT-CaaM can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{c}^{j+1} &= \text{CaaM}(\text{LN}(x^j)), \\
\hat{s}^{j+1} &= \text{MLP}(\text{LN}(c^{j+1} + x^j)) + \hat{c}^{j+1} + x^j, \\
\hat{c}^{j+1} &= \text{MLP}(\text{LN}(\hat{s}^{j+1})) + \hat{s}^{j+1}, \\
x^{j+1} &= c^{j+1} + \hat{s}^{j+1}
\end{align*}
\]  (13)

Iterating Eq. (13) yields the multi-layer ViT-CaaM. We use the final causal feature \( c^{j+M} \) for prediction in inference.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Datasets and Settings

NICO [21] is a real-world image dataset designed for OOD settings. It contains 19 object classes, 188 contexts and nearly 25,000 images in total. Each image has an object label as well as a context label. It is thus convenient to “shift” the distribution of a class, i.e., by adjusting the proportions of specific contexts for training and testing samples.

**Our Settings:** We use the animal subset of NICO. For each animal class, we randomly sample its images and make sure these data, we propose a challenging OOD setting including...
three factors regarding contexts: 1) Long-Tailed—training context labels are in long-tailed distribution in each individual class, e.g., “sheep” might have 10 images of “on grass”, 5 images of “in water” and 1 image of “on road”; 2) Zero-Shot—for each object class, 7 out of 10 context labels are in training images and the other 3 labels appear only in testing; and 3) Orthogonal—the head context label of each object class is set to be as unique (dominating only in one object class) as possible. Please kindly refer to the Appendix for more details of our settings.

**ImageNet-9** [31] Following the related work [5], we also evaluate our models on ImageNet-9, which is a subset of ImageNet containing 9 super-classes with 54,600/2,100 training and validation samples.

**Our Settings:** We have three settings to evaluate our model performance on the ImageNet-9. 1) Biased—This is a conventional metric that the accuracy is measured on the whole validation set, serving as an in-distribution testing. 2) Unbiased—This is taken as a proxy to the perfectly debiased test data. To achieve it, we follow [5] to categorize images into different contexts (i.e., assign context labels to images) by clustering image textures into several groups. We compute the accuracy for each image cluster and average these accuracies as the final unbiased metric. 3) ImageNet-A [23]. It was proposed as a particularly challenging OOD testset of ImageNet. It contains 7,500 real-world images that fool the image classifiers trained on standard ImageNet. Such “fool” was caused by confounders—“the model heavily rely on the colors, textures and frequently appearing backgrounds” [23]. Therefore, this testing set exactly validates our model performance of deconfounding. Please kindly refer to the Appendix for more details.

4.2. Implementation Details

We implement CaaM on two backbones: ResNet18 [20] for CNN-CaaM and T2T-ViT7 [63] for ViT-CaaM. Compared to the original ViT, T2T-ViT introduces a layer-wise Tokens-to-token (T2T) transformation to progressively structure the image to tokens by aggregating neighboring information. Below we introduce the comparable baseline methods, i.e., debias methods and intervention methods.

**Debias Methods.** We compare our CaaM with two SOTA methods: RUBi [8] and ReBias [5]. RUBi explicitly learns a biased model using unbiased input, and then performs de-biasing on a standard model by re-weighting its prediction logits where weights are generated by the biased model. The other SOTA is ReBias. It utilizes a small receptive fields CNN (BagNet [7]) to explicitly encode context bias in a model, and the debiased representation is encouraged to be statistically independent from it.

**Intervention Methods.** We compare our CaaM with three SOTA causal intervention methods: IRM [4], REx [34] and Unshuffle [49]. IRM claimed that the robust representation derives the image classifiers who can make invariant predictions across different contexts (for the same object class). REx is an improved version of IRM and its key is to encourage robustness over affine combinations for the training risks. Unshuffle [49] extended IRM to a real vision-language tasks—visual question answering. It trains an individual classifier for each data split and applies a variance regularizer on classifier weights.

Note that all above methods require the annotation of data splits: either from manual labeling [4, 9, 2] or from pre-defined clustering [49, 5]. While our CaaM does not need such annotations, leading to the intervention in an unsupervised fashion. To further show our superiority, we conduct two groups of comparisons to intervention methods (in the bottom blocks of Table 1): one allows all models to be trained with human annotated splits (w/ H.A. T), and the other one without (w/o H.A. T). On the NICO dataset, H.A. T is built by using context labels, i.e., images containing same context are in the same split. On the ImageNet-9 dataset, H.A. T is built by clustering context features into several splits, following [5].

4.3. Comparing to SOTAs

Table 1 shows all comparisons we conduct on the NICO, ImageNet-9 and ImageNet-A (test only) datasets. It is obvious that our CaaM achieves the top performance across all settings. It is worth highlighting that 1) in the setting “w/ H.A. T”, our CaaM surpasses intervention methods by clear margins, e.g., 2.1% and 1.2% higher than IRM and Unshuffle, respectively, on the challenging ImageNet-A (with CNN); and 2) these margins are even larger, e.g., increased to 5% for ImageNet-A (with CNN), in the more difficult setting “w/o H.A. T”, where ours get improved but others’ are reduced. These validate that our self-annotating for partitions—progressively updating T using CaaM—indeed achieves the superior representations of confounders than using any hard or manual splits as in [4, 49, 34].

4.4. Ablation Study

**Q1:** *What are the optimal hyperparameters of CaaM?* We replace the last $M$ blocks of CNN (or the last $M$ layers of ViT) and vary of value of $M$ to find out how many attention blocks we need to get the best performance. Similarly, we use $m$ context splits and vary its values to find out the optimal number of partitions.

**A1:** We can see from the top block of Table 2 that the performance of CaaM saturates around $M=2$ for CNN-CaaM ($M=4$ for ViT-CaaM). As we add CaaM layers from top to bottom, this is perhaps because the lower CNN feature maps do not emerge foreground and background semantics yet. On the middle block of Table 2, we find that $m=4$ is the best but the accuracy differences with other values are not significant, i.e., not sensitive to $m$. 
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Table 1. Recognition accuracies (%) based on ResNet18 and T2T-ViT7, on the NICO, ImageNet-9 and ImageNet-A datasets. “Conv.”, “w/ H.A. T”, “w/o H.A. T” denote conventional methods, causal intervention with human-annotated partitions T (i.e., ground truth context splits) and intervention without partition annotations, respectively. Our results are highlighted. The best and second best accuracies are marked for all settings.

Table 2. Ablation studies of our proposed CNN-CaaM and ViT-CaaM on NICO dataset. Num L., Num S. and T.S. denote number of layers, number of splits and training schedule respectively.

Q2: What is the advantage of progressively updating and aggregating the effects of different partitions? Is the Maxi-Game indispensable? We conduct two ablation studies: one is to omit the optimization in Eq. (6) and each phase we randomize the weights of those parameters, e.g., A and A, which we denote as “Reboot Training”; the other is to omit the optimization in Eq. (7), and similarly, each phase we randomize the weights of θ, i.e., “Randomize θ”.

A2: We show the corresponding results on the bottom block of Table 2. It is clear that “Reboot Training” in each phase results in sharp performance drops for all models, by 2% on average. Besides, “Randomize θ” also brings clear performance drops while the reduced margins are smaller than those of “Reboot Training”. These validate that our CaaM is an organic integrity composed of collaborative and optimizable modules.

Q3: Can CaaM achieve robust attention? To evaluate the exactness of the attention map generated by CaaM quantitatively, we calculate the attention accuracy of our CaaM and baseline methods with the ground truth object bounding box coordinates of ImageNet-9 test set. Specifically, the attention accuracy is given by the ratio between the attention area in bounding box and the whole attention area. Details are given in Appendix.

A3: We report the attention accuracy in Table 3. Compared to the conventional attention, the intervention method with ground truth context partition can achieve better performance; while our CNN-CaaM and ViT-CaaM largely outperform these two methods in both settings (i.e., with and without partitions). This result fully demonstrates the both effectiveness of our multi-layer complementary attention and the adversarial training pipeline.

Q4: Why merge the ground truth contexts into bigger splits? Recall that in Section 1, we explain that the context absence of a class violates the positivity assumption. To evaluate the effect, we provide the detailed results on the NICO dataset with different number of data splits in Figure 7 (a).

A4: We can see that the accuracies of the intervention keep relatively stable for 2 – 4 splits, but have a huge drop when grouping according to each context due to the violation.

Q5: Does CaaM boost the recognition of both the samples with frequent contexts and with rare contexts? We show the
performance of our CaaM and conventional CBAM attention model on test samples with frequent context and rare context respectively in Figure 7 (b).

A5: Specifically, the “frequent” denotes the top three context classes in training distribution, while “rare” represents the tailed seven context classes containing three zero-shot classes. Recall that as shown in Figure 1, the performance decreases more for the rare context classes using conventional attention model. Conversely, our CaaM can even receive a greater performance boost on rare contexts (13.37%) than that of the frequent (9.64%). Moreover, in relevant research fields (e.g., long-tailed classification), it is well-known that the improvement of tail (rare) classes usually sacrifices the performance of the head (frequent). However, our CaaM can improve the accuracy of frequent and rare context simultaneously with a large margin.

4.5. Qualitative Results.

Figure 6 shows the qualitative attention map comparisons between our proposed CaaM (without the partition $T$), intervention methods (with known partition $T$) and convention attention model, i.e., CBAM [57] and T2T-ViT7 [63]. Note that current ViT models are limited that the attention mechanism cannot be well trained without large-scale dataset. For attention visualization, the weights of T2T-ViT7 are initialized with ImageNet pretrained models. From Figure 6 we can see that, compared to the conventional attention (second row) and intervention methods (third row), our CaaM can achieve more accurate attention activation. Red boxes denote the failure cases. We find that our CaaM also cannot accurately attend to multiple objects (e.g., two bears) or the single object co-existing with other ones (e.g., horses and people). This inspires us to perform surrounding objects adjustment [55, 66] in future.

5. Conclusion

We demonstrated that the conventional attention module is particularly biased in OOD settings. We postulated that the reason is due to the confounder, whose effect should be removed by causal intervention. We theoretically showed that existing context-invariant methods suffer from improper causal intervention, which can be addressed by the proposed CaaM. Extensive experiments on three challenging benchmarks empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of CaaM. In future, we will seek a more powerful theory of causal effect disentanglement [26] and its implementations.
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